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ON INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
IN BANACH SPACES

JURG T. MARTI

The abstract integro-differential equation

) du(t)/dt = Au(t) + \lB{t - s)u(s)ds + f(t)
J

is studied, where nit) and fit) are functions of [0, oo) to a
Banach space #, A and B(t) are linear operators on # to itself,
A is closed with domain 3ί{A) and Bit) and f(t) are strongly
continuous on [0, oo). Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a
semi-group of linear operators of class (Co) and let nit) e &ί{A)
on [0, oo), where u(0) is a prescribed initial value. It is then
shown that there exists a unique strongly continuously differ-
entiable solution of both the homogeneous and inhomogeneous
problem. By the method of successive approximations,
absolutely convergent series expansions of the solutions are
obtained. Further it is proved that the solution operator of
the ®-adjoint homogeneous problem equals the ®-adjoint of the
solution operator of the homogeneous equation.

It is well known [1] that for B(t) = 0 and u(0) e &(A) the
formally simpler homogeneous linear differential equation

( 2 ) du(t)/dt = Au(t)

has the unique solution u(t) = T(t)u(0) e £&(A), where on [0, oo) T(t)
is the semi-group of class (Co) with infinitesimal generator A and there
exists positive real numbers M and β such that || T(t) \\ S Mexp(βt).
If we restrict the adjoint problem of (2) to the ®-adjoint Banach space
9c® = &(A*), the solution of du®(t)/dt = A®u®{t), with initial value
u®(0) e Sf(A®), is given by T®(t)u®(0). Both A® and T®(t) are restric-
tions of A* and T*(t) to X®. T®(t) is generated by A® and is like-
wise a strongly continuous semi-group on [0, oo). Both solutions u(t)
and u®(t) are strongly continuously differentiate on [0, oo).

The more general problem with time-dependent A,

( 3 ) du(t)/dt = A(t)u(t)

when the initial value u(0) is prescribed was investigated by Kato
[2, 3]. A special case of this,

( 4 ) du(t)/dt = Au(t) + B(t)u(t)

with given initial value %(0), u(t) e 2$(A) on [0, oo) and where B(t) is
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a strongly continuously differentiable one-parameter family of bounded
linear operators on [0, oo] has been treated by Phillips [4], This
differential equation has a unique solution U(t)u(0) where U(t) is on
[0, oo) a strongly continuous family of linear transformations on 36 to
itself. Again u(t) is strongly continuously differentiable in [0, oo).
U(t) can be represented by a series expansion Σ~=0SΛ(ί), absolutely
convergent in the uniform operator topology, uniformly in each finite
interval of [0, oo).

Dealing now with integro-differential equations of type (1) some
properties of solutions of (2) or (4) remain valid for solutions of (1).
Specifically we obtain:

(a) The homogeneous problem has for u(0) e &{A) and t ^ 0 the
unique strongly continuously differentiable solution u(t) — U(t)u(0) e
&(A) where U(t) is strongly continuous on [0, oo), U(0) = I, || U(t)

Mexp ((/5 + Mt)t), Mt = M Γ || B(s) \\ ds and U(t) = Σ Sn(t),
JO n=0

SQ(t) = T(t), Sn(t)x = [T(t - s)ds [SB(s - σ)
Jo Jo

The series expansion converges likewise absolutely in the uniform
operator topology, uniformly in each finite subinterval of [0, oo).

(b) The inhomogeneous problem has for u(0) e &{A) and t ^ 0
the unique strongly continuously differentiable solution &(A) B u(t) =

U(t)u(0) + Σ gn(t),
0

go(t) = \*T(t - s)f(s)ds and gn(t) = \*T(t - s)ds
Jo Jo

The convergence of the sum is absolute and uniform in each finite
interval of [0,oo) and || u(t) \\ ^ M(l + Kt) exp ((/3 + Mt)t) \\ u(0) \\ where

Kt= \\\f{s)\\ds.
Jo

(c) The solution u®(t) of the ®-adjoint problem

du®(t)/dt - A®u®(t) + (*B®(ί - s)u®(s)ds ,
J

u®(t) e ^r(A®) on [0, oo) with given initial value u®(0) and B®(t) strongly
continuous on [0, oo) has all the properties of the solution of (1) listed
under (a) and we have u®(t) = U®(t)u(0), U®(t) being the ®-adjoint
operator of U(t).
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2* Existence and uniqueness of a strong solution of the
homogeneous problem (I)* Let A be a closed linear operator on a
Banach space X to itself with domain &(A) dense in 36 and let @(3£)
be the Banach algebra of all bounded linear transformations on X to
itself. We choose A such that the resolvent R(X, A) for n = 1, 2,
and some real numbers M > 0 and /3 Ξ> 0 satisfies

( 5 ) || i2(λ, A)" || ^ Λf(λ - £ ) — for λ > β .

By the Hille-Yosida-Phillips theorem [4, Theorem 2.1] this implies that
A generates a semi-group of class (Co) of linear operators on the
semi-module [0, oo) to

( i ) T(t, + ί8) - T(^) Γ(ί2), ίx, t2 e [0, oo),

( 6 ) < i 0 Γ ( 0 ) = 7 '
(iii) T(t) is strongly continuous on [0, oo) and
(iv)

For t > 0 T(t) and A commute on &r(A) [1, Theorem 10.3.3] and for
x e &(A) T(i)x is strongly continuously differentiable in [0, oo) and is
the unique solution [1, Corollary to Theorem 23.8.1] of the differential
equation dT(t)x/dt = AT(t)x with initial condition T(0)x — x. Instead
of this we first investigate the homogeneous integro-differential equa-
tion

( 7 ) dU(t)x/dt = AU(t)x + [B(t - s)U(s)xds
Jo

for U(t)x e &(A), t ^ 0 where the initial condition is U(0)x = x. We
take B(t) as a strongly continuous family of operators on [0, oo) to

We have now the following theorem:

THEOREM 1. Let B(t) be a strongly continuous function of

[0, oo) to G?(£) with Mt = M \ || J5(s) || ds. Then it exists a unique
Jo

one-parameter family of bounded linear operators U(t) on [0, oo) to
©(X) satisfying

( i) U(t) is strongly continuous on [0, oo).
(ii) For xe£^(A) U(t)x is strongly continuously differentiable

in [0, oo) and
(iii) is the unique solution of the integro-diff erential equation

(7) with
(iv) U(0) = I.
(v) U(t) has the representation

(8) ±
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where S0(t) — T(t) and

Sn{t) = ϊ*Γ(ί — s)ds \SB(s - σ)Sn_ι{σ)xdσ .
Jo Jo

The series expansion converges absolutely in the uniform operator
topology, uniformly in each finite subinterval of [0, oo) and

(vi) \\U(t)\\ ^Mexv((β + Mt)t).
In order to prove the theorem we need the following lemma [4, Lemma
6.1]:

LEMMA 2. Let F(t) and f(t) be strongly continuous functions on
F(t — s)f(s)ds

0

exists in the strong topology and is itself strongly continuous on [0, oo)
to 3£. If f(t) is strongly continuously differentiable then so is g(t) and
with g'(t) — dg(t)/dt we have

g\t) - F{t)fφ) + \*F(t - s)f'(s)ds .
Jo

First of all we prove the uniform and absolute convergence of
sum (8) for U{t). Since B{t) is strongly continuous on [0, oo), | | i ϊ(£) | |
is bounded and measurable in each finite interval of [0, oo). Hence

I 11 B(s) 11 ds exists and we take
Jo

( 9 ) M t = Λ

We suppose that for some n ^ 0 Sn(t) is strongly continuous on [0, oo)
and that

(10) || Sn(t) II ^ Mt*M? exp (βt)/nl .

Applying twice Lemma 2 we see that Sn+1(t) is also strongly continuous
on [0, oo). Further an estimate for Sn+ι(t) shows that (10) holds like-
wise for n + 1. Because S0(t) is strongly continuous and | |S0(£)| | rg
Mexp(βt) (10) is valid for each n ^ 0, hence in every finite interval
of [0, oo) expansion (8) is absolutely and uniformly convergent in the
uniform operator topology that proves (v). (vi) follows immediately
from (10) and (iv) holds since S0(0) = I and Sn(0) = 0, n > 0. Let

(ii) un(t) = Σ sA(ί).
k = 0

For n —> oo Un(t) converges to U(t) in the uniform operator topology,
likewise absolutely and uniformly in each finite interval of [0, oo).
Statement (i) then follows from the strong continuity of Un(t). In
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order to prove (ii) we consider the sum

(12) W(t)x - X S'n(t)x, x e
0

Since for x e 3ί{A) S0(t)x is strongly continuously differentiable Lemma
2 together with the definition of Sn(t) indicates the strong continuous
differentiability of Sn(t)x for all n ^ 0. For n > 0

Sn(t)x = [y&ds^Biσ - s)Sn^(t - σ)xdσ

hence

S'n(t)x =

If n = 1 one obtains, using £>S(£)# = T(t)Ax,

|| Sί(ί)» II ^ MMt{\\ x\\ + t || Aa; ||) exp (βt)

and we get for n^l inductively

|| S'n(t) II ^ MΓ-WΓdl x || + ί || Ax ||) exp

This shows that the series expansion (12) is absolutely and uniformly
convergent in every finite interval of [0, oo)β Therefore W(t)x is
strongly continuous on [0, oo) and, by (11) and (12), for xe^(A)
W(t)x is equal to the strong derivative Ur(t)x of U(t)x. By (11) we
have

Un(t)x = T(t)x + Γ r ( ί - s)ds [SB(s - σ)Un^(σ)xdσ, n > 0 .
J Jo

Taking the strong limit for n -+ ^ on both sides we get an integral
equation for U(t)x, x e K:

(13) U(t)x = T(t)x + ('!Γ(ί - s)ds [SB(s - σ)U(σ)xdσ .
Jo Jo

With the use of (13) and the definition of the infinitesimal generator
A of T(t) on ^r(A) by the strong limit

(14) Ax = lim —
δ 0 + §

we obtain for x e
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1 Γ Γ ί + δ Γs

U\t)x - AT(t)x = lim — T(t + δ - s)ds B(s - σ)U(σ)xdσ
δ->0+ § LJo JO

τ(έ s)d #(s - σ)U(σ)xdσ]
o Jo J

= lim 4(T(δ) - I)(U(t)x - T(t)x)

— s)U(s)xds .

We know that U'(t)x — AT(t)x e X. Hence the last limit exists in the
strong topology, by (14) U(t)x — T(t)x e &(A) and so also U(t)x e
and we get the integro-differential equation for x e

(15) dU(t)x/dt = AU(t)x + [*B(t - s)U(s)xds .
Jo

In order to prove that for x e &(A) the solution u(t) — U(t)x is unique
and thus (iii) of Theorem 1, we show that every nul solution, i.e.,
every strongly continuously differentiate solution u(t) of (15) with
initial value u(0) = 0 vanishes for t ^ 0. We take a t0 > 0 such that

exp (βs)ds < 1 and assume u(t) — 0 for t e [0, ̂ ί0] and some
0

integer w ̂  0. Multiplying both sides of (15) by T(σ — t) and integrat-
ing over [nt0, σ] where nt0 ^ σ ^ (n + l)t0 we get

u(σ) = Γ
ntQ

Let Cπ = sup [|| w(t) ||; ί e [nt0, (n + l)ί0]]. Then for ί 6 [nt0, (n + l)t0]

| |it(ί)| | ^ C J l f [' exp (β(t - σ))dσ Γ
J«ί0 J%ί

and

CΛ S CnMt0

so that Cn = 0 and w(ί) = 0 for ί e [0, (w + l)ί0]. Since u(0) = 0 it
follows at once by recursion that u(t) — 0 on [0, <χ>).

3* The inhomogeneous problem*

THEOREM 3. Leέ JS(ί) δβ a strongly continuous function of

[0, oo) to @(3£) wiίA Mt = M[t\\B(s)\\ds and let f(t) be a strongly
Jo
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continuously differentiable function of [0, oo) to Tί with Kt =

I \\f(s)\\ds. Then the inhomogeneous problem
Jo

(16) du(t)/dt = Au(t) + \*B(t - s)u(s)ds + f(s)
Jo

has for each u(Q) e &{A) a unique continuously differentiate solution
u(t) on [0, oo) to 3ί(A). u(t) has the representation

where U(t)u(0) is the solution of the homogeneous problem described

in Theorem 1, go(t) = Γ(ί - s)f(s)ds and for n > 0
Jo

gn(t) = [T(t - s)ds
Jo

The sum converges absolutely and uniformly in each finite interval
of [0, oo). Further \\ u{t) || ^ Λf(l + Kt) exp ((/S + Mt)t) \\ u(0) ||.

Proof. Through repeated application of Lemma 2 it follows in-
ductively that for % ^ 0 the gn(t) are strongly continuously differenti-
able. We obtain in an analogous way as in the proof of Theorem 1

\tT(t-s)Γ(s)ds
Jo

9n{t) - \τ{t - s)ds \SB(s
Jo Jo

and for n ^ 0

| gn(t) || g MtnKtMΐ exp (βt)/nl

\g'n(t)\\ ^MtnLtM

where Lt = ||/(0) || + Γ ||/'(s) || ds. This shows that the sum χ-= 0 gn(t)
Jo

is a strongly continuously differentiable function g(t) of [0, oo) to X,
where #(0) = 0. Due to the uniform convergence of χ~=o 9n{s) in [0, t]
we get from the definition of gn(t) an integral equation

+ Mm ί*Γ(ί -
n-*oo Jo

- s) [/(β) + \

Similarly^to the manner in which we derived the integro-differential
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equation (15) from the integral equation (13), we obtain

(17) g\t) = f(t) + [B(t - s)g(s)ds + lim-i (T(δ) -
Jo δ-o o

Since for fixed t the limit exists in the strong topology we have
g(t) e £${A) and the last term on the right side of (17) equals Ag(t).
Hence g(t) is a particular solution of (16) and by Theorem 1 u(t) —
U(t)u(0) + g(t) is a solution of (16) where u(0) e 3f{A) implies
u(t) e &(A), t ^ 0.

To pove the uniqueness of this solution we suppose to have two
solutions of (16) with same initial value. Then the difference of these
two solutions is a solution of the corresponding homogeneous equation
with initial value equal to zero. Due to the uniqueness of the solution
of the homogeneous problem (Theorem 1) this nul solution vanishes.

4* The adjoint problem* Since A is a linear transformation
with domain &(A) dense in X the adjoint A* of A is a closed linear
transformation on ^ ( A * ) c X * to X*. But in general &(A*) is not
dense in X* so that A* is not necessarily the infinitesimal generator
of a strongly continuous semi-group in X*. Therefore we restrict the
treatment of the adjoint problem of (7) to the ®-adjoint space X® of

X, defined by X® = ^ ( A * ) β In case A e @(X) or if X is reflexive we
have X® = X*, else X® may be a proper subset of X*. Given a linear
operator Q on X to itself with dense domain we denote by Q® the
restriction of Q* with domain &(Q®) = [x*; x* e &(Q*) Π X®, <2*α;* e X®].
Let Γ*(ί) then be the adjoint transformation of T(t) and T®(t) the
restriction of T*(t) to X® in the sense described above. Then by [1,
Theorem and Corollary to Theorem 14.4.1] T®(t) e @(X®) is a semi-group
of class (Co) and its infinitesimal generator is A®. Clearly we have

We suppose the ®-adjoint B®(t) of B(t) to be a linear operator on
[0, co) to Gc(X®), likewise strongly continuous (this is the case if B(t)
is uniformly continuous) and state the ®-adjoint problem

(18) dV(t)x®/dt = A®V(t)x® + ('jS®(ί - s)V(s)x®ds
Jo

for V(t)x® G ̂ (A®), t ^ 0 and the initial condition V(0)x® = x®. Then
Theorem 1 applies for B(t), U(t), T(t), A, X and x replaced by B®(t), V(t),
T®(t), A®, X® and x® respectively and we have the following

THEOREM 4. Let B®(t) be a strongly continuous linear transfor-
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mation on [0, oo) to @(X®). Then the solution V(t) of the ®-adjoint
problem (18) is identical with the ®-adjoint U®(t) of the solution
U(t) of problem (7).

Proof. By Theorem 1 V{t) has the representation

V{t) = Σ VJyt)

where V0(t) = Γ®(ί), for x® e dc® and n > 0

Vn(*)α® = ('r®(ί - s)ds [B®(S - σ)Vn^(σ)x®dσ
Jo Jo

is strongly continuous on [0, oo) and the expansion converges absolutely
in the uniform operator topology.

We now prove that Vn(t) is identical to the ®-adjoint S®(t) of the
term Sn(t) occurring in (8). This is trivial for n — 0. For n > 0
Sn(t) is bounded so that S*(t) exists as a bounded linear operator on
X* to itself, for each x e 96 and #* e X* defined by

[Sϊ(t)x*]x = x*[S*(t)x]

= x*\[ .. [τ(t - sL) Π {B(sτ - t
LJo Jo i=i

where we take sπ+1 = 0, tQ = ί and jB(ί) = Γ(t) = 0 for t < 0. Since
| | α?* | | < oo we have

4 ( t - S l ) Π {B(8i ™

Substituting ί = t — sB_i+1, s = ί — tn_i+1, i = 1, , w we get, apply-
ing the theorem of Fubini and suppressing apostrophes

[S:(t)x*]x =[... ( T τ * ( ί - β l ) Π
J JL i

T
oL %=i

For x* = α;® 6 3ί® it follows since Γ®(ί) and J5®(ί) are strongly continuous
and elements of

therefore S%(t)x® e ϊ® and we have for each x® e X®

FΛ(ί)α® = S®(ί)a;® .

For Q G @(X) the transformation Q —-> Q* is an isometry of G?(£) into
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). Due to the absolute convergence in the uniform operator
topology of expansion (8) we then have

\li
LiV-
LiV-*oo n=0

Thus for x® G X® we get

U*(f)x® - Σ S*(t)x® = Σ FΛ(ί)α?® - V(t)x® ,

hence U*{t)x® eX® and
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